
FRANTISEK STUPKA AND THE CZECH PHILHARMONIC 

DVORAK Symphony No. 8, in G, Op. 88 (live concert recording of 8 
January 1959, Smetana Hall, Prague); Symphony No. 9, in E Op. 95 (live 
concert recording of 19 January 1964, House of Artists, Prague), 
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Frantisek Stupka. Panton 01 
0447-8. 

No lover of Dvorak's symphonies and of the inimitable playing 
which the Czech Philharmonic has always accorded them needs reminding 
of the distinguished line of conductors who within living memory have 
headed that orchestra: Talich, the genius of them all, followed by 
Sejna, Kubelik, An~erl and their successors. But a moment's thought 
about the first reveafs a lacuna. Who held the fort when Talich took 
a year off to conduct the Scottish Orchestra in 1926? Visitors such 
as Kleiber and Weingartner were not always at hand, frequent as they 
were. Again, who picked up the pieces when an explosion of tempera
ment or a lapse of health took the great man temporarily from his post 
in Prague? I am probably not the only one to have been ignorant of 
the answers to these questions until the present pair of discs recent
ly became available. 

Frantisek Stupka was in fact Talich's senior by four years, 
being born in Bohemia in January 1879. He embarked on a musical 
career only in 1895 (by which time he was a master blacksmith), study
ing the violin under ~ev~ik and graduating in 1901. The following 
eighteen years were spent in Russia as violinist and professor at the 
Conservatoire in Odessa, where he first took up the baton. In 1919 he 
became conductor of the Czech Philharmonic, working alongside Talich 
for twenty years; and as Vladimir §efl puts it in the notes accompany
ing this double album (which also contains some fascinating photo
graphs): "that period of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra's formid
able artistic growth would have been unthinkable without Talich's 
creative, exciting and commanding personality, but no less unthinkable 
without the active and ever dependable personality of Frantisek Stup
ka". After the Second World War he worked with the Moravian Symphony 
Orchestra until his retirement in 1956, thereafter making occasional 
appearances with leading Czech orchestras until his death in 1965. 

His recordings are sparse in number; the only ones of importance 
are Tchaikovsky's Patbetique on 78's, Supraphon 10200-4, and, also 
for Supraphon, Novak's In the Tatras, 010 0430. The present records, 
drawn from concert performances of his old age, therefore afford what 
is really the first opportunity to assess his stature. 

For many collectors, the writer included, Talich in his Supra
phon recording has set the standard by which Dvorak 8ths must be mea
sured -- almost invariably to be found wanting. Great was the sur
prise, therefore, to find a Dvorak 8th of equivalent stature, utterly 
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different from Talich (save perhaps in the third movement) but played 
with similar conviction and unanimity of spirit. Indeed, the most 
immediately striking quality of both performances on these Panton discs 
is the discipline of the playing in response to interpretative require
ments which must have stretched the orchestra's corporate skill to its 
limits. Despite his age, 80 when he conducted the 8th, 85 at the time 
of the 9th, Stupka was clearly still a formidable disciplinarian: 
given the typical sound of the Czech Philharmonic, with its slightly 
burring trumpets and the occasional vibrato of the horns, no allowance 
whatsoever in terms of the polish of the playing need be made for the 
concert-hall origin of these performances. 

Talich's 8th is informed by springing rhythms and spontaneity of 
feeling allied with a strong grasp of structure. Stupka's rhythm is 
no less firm but more earthy in quality, while throughout his approach 
is characterised by far greater fluctuations of tempo. The second sub
ject of the first movement, for example, is noticeably slower -- most 
delicately done -- and the tempo primo only returns with the closing 
section of the exposition. He also makes the conventional but uncall
ed-for change into top gear at letter C in the finale (Eulenburg score) 
which Talich avoids, and puts on the brakes in a decidedly individual 
manner at 10 measures after F. Overall, his timing for each movement 
is considerably greater than Talich save in the allegretto grazioso, 
yet -- and this is another indication of his extreme flexibility --
the climaxes lack nothing in impetus and the symphony ends in a con
trolled frenzy which quite eclipses Talich. But these outer movements 
do cohere: there is a conviction behind Stupka's manipulations of tem
po, manifested in the extreme precision with which they are achieved, 
which is combined with an exceptional capacity in the building and 
placing of climaxes. Those in the first-movement development in parti
cular (where Talich now and again races) have an astonishing cumulative 
impact: never in my experience has the triple forte at letter L brought 
such a sense of complete release before the entry of the solo cor 
anglais. 

The inner movements also bring many revelatory moments. Perhaps 
Talich flows more freely in the adagio, but he does not approach the 
intense inwardness and mystery of Stupka before the horn's dramatic 
outburst in a remote key, nor have I previously encountered the fasci
nating controlled accelerando at J where the stuttering woodwind trip
lets yield again to the reprise of the C major theme. Honours are 
again even in the third movement. Talich, at a very slightly slower 
tempo, extracts more melancholy with his emphasis on the lower strings 
and the mournful horns at letter A. Stupka's lilt is as finely balan
ced, and in the trio his slight relaxation at the start and later the 
lyric sweep and intensity of the strings are distinct bonuses. 

About the New World I am less enthusiastic. This is a perfor
mance, at any rate in the outer movements, in which quiet means slow 
and loud means fast; and the louder, faster still. The three subjects 
of the first movement offer the conductor a wide discretion. the ex
tremes being represented, I suppose, by Toscanini at one pole, whose 
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modifications of tempo are small indeed, and Stupka at the other. 
Talich falls between them. Here is how the me~ronome records the last 
two: 

TALI CH STUPKA 

1st subject, quarter note 130 142 
2nd subject, quarter note 108 100 
3rd subject, quarter note 100 84 

What these indications do not disclose is Talich's steady control of 
the bridges between each subject and, by contrast, Stupka's apparent 
anxiety to cross each bridge as quickly as possible. Talich's power 
is here cumulative; Stupka's excitability episodic in the extreme. 
So again in the last movement where Stupka commences at a faster pace 
(quarter note = 150) than Toscanini, steps it up yet further for the 
fortissimo string triplets (quarter note = 168) but reduces to quarter 
note = 100 for the clarinet theme. One would be tempted to put some 
of these extremes down to age were it not that the Czech Philharmonic 
here, as elsewhere, plays for dear life, articulating the triplets at 
speed as crisply as they do for Talich and as the NBC did for Toscanini 
(and as very few others seem to be able to do at all). And there is 
nothing eccentric in the expansive handling of the Largo or in the 
very robust and lively scherzo. Others may respond to the switchback 
outer movements more than I do; but here I find the titanic power of 
Talich's classic 1954 performance (not the inferior Supraphon 78 ver
sion of 1949) quite irresistible. If sought hard enough, its latest 
recension in a two-disc Talich album may be heard on Ariola 27 869 XDK 
or on single Supraphon SUA 10128. 

I hazard no guess as to which "school" of conducting others may 
choose to slot Stupka into, or what were the influences which went to 
form his highly individual style. It suffices to note that although, 
as a distinguished Talich pupil has lately remarked, the overwhelming 
personality of Talich may have pushed him to the sidelines, that style 
was sufficiently the man to survive intact decades of contact with his 
more eminent colleague. Whatever ones estimate of Stupka's achieve
ment as evidenced by these performances, assessment is made easy by 
the quality of the broadcast transcriptions. While no sonic miracle, 
everything is heard clearly, brightly, solidly, with excellent defini
tion of the hard-worked timpani. These two discs should be hunted out 
by all lovers of Dvofak and admirers of the Czech Philharmonic's per
formances of his works. And those with appetites thus whetted will 
wish to explore further: they should acquire Vladimir ~efl's mono
graph on Stupka, Q V~cne Touze, published by Panton in 1975. Non
Czech speakers will benefit from its many appendices, including Stupka's 
repertoire and extant tapes of his radio broadcasts, and from over 
sixty pages of absorbing photographs. A beautifully produced book. 

Christopher Dyment 
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HAMILTON HARTY His life and music. Ed. David Greer, with essays by 
John Barry, Philip Hanunond, Leonard Hirsch, David Greer, Raymond Warren, 
Philip Cranmer and Ivor Keys; appendices (discography and musical works), 
documents, bibliography and index. Pp. 161, pub. ·Blackstaff Press, 
Belfast, I:, 7.50. 

Books, boxes and ballyhoo galore have greeted the centenary of 
England's greatest conductor. Nothing comparable has been accorded 
Ireland's greatest; modest radio progranmes and this modest but none
the-less indispensable volume have had to make do for Sir Hamilton Harty. 
Nothing on record from his generous legacy, nor anything likely from the 
sources one looks to first ("How can I sell records by people with names 
like Muck and Harty?"). All the more gratitude to small labels such as 
Past Masters for allowing collectors a trickle of treasures such as the 
"Enigma" Variations (PM 2). 

I wish I could feel more gratitude for the present book, for all its 
fine production and extensive illtIBtrations. It is unfortunate"that the 
aspect of most interest to collectors and archivists of recorded sound 
is most weakly served in the compilation. The discography will not pass 
by even the least rigorous standard: it is far from complete, it gives 
English issue numbers only (no matrices), dating is by reference to 
"Gramophone" reviews, and its omissions lead to some misstatements in 
the text of the book. The essays forming the body of the text make 
sparse reference to Harty's recordings and there is no assessment of 
them. No doubt the book's title makes clear that these are matters 
lying outside its scope, but they are, after all, the sole and audible 
remnants of Harty's magic. 

The essays do, however, competently cover his life and compositional 
efforts. The early years, the overwhelming formative influence of 
Harty's organist father and of Michele Esposito in Dublin are fully dis
cussed; too much, perhaps, of the childhood, where full use is made of 
an unpublished memoir by the conductor written late in life. The later 
years are more sketchily covered: an absurdly pious reticence regarding 
the failure of his marriage to Agnes Nicholls; just fifteen pages on 
the most important stretch of his career, from the Halle in 1920 to his 
grandest farewell to Berlioz in the BBC "Grande messe" of 1936; and only 
sparse reference to his important engagements in the United States. But 
the detailed chapter on his last years explains why his career ended on 
such a low key: for nearly three years from 1936 tragic illness forbade 
conducting, and just a few engagements during his last two years testi
fied that physical weakness had not diminished his magnetic powers. I 
found Leonard Hirsch's testimony as to these powers the most fascinating 
part of the book and all too brief. This is just the kind of memoir 
which it is urgently necessary to capture before it is too late, and for 
myself I would have preferred more like it in place of the chapters de
voted to his correspondence and music. 

Many questions remain unanswered by this book - some I refer to 
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above. Others must await a full biography: Harty's relations with 
England's premier conductor, all admiration on Beecham's part, much 
resentment on Harty's, and their respective share of responsibility for 
today's appreciation of Berlioz (Alan Jefferson's new study of Beecham 
surely overstates the case in maintaining that "Beecham is res'ponsib le 
for the strong following which Berlioz still has in Britain"); the 
origins of Harty's position as musical adviser to English Columbia and 
the extent of his influence there; these spring to mind as further in
triguing topics demanding more excavation than the contributors could 
fairly make in the space allocated. 

Beecham seems to have avoided the "Beatrice and Benedict" Overture. 
I have often wondered whether this was because Harty's intoxicating wit 
and poise were here unapproachable; likewise his "Corsair" whose ele
gance and suppleness surpasses Beecham's best (the Philips recording). 
These can still be heard on the one commercially available disc where 
he is in sole charge. Whatever my reservations, I hope the present 
book will do something to stimulate demand for other essential discs: 
the Schubert 9th, the historic recording of the Walton 1st Symphony and 
the remaining Berlioz items might do for a start. 

Christopher Dyment 
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